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I N T R O D U C T I O N:
The present work shows the development of a radiation remote monitoring system which control 
radiological areas in the principal facilities at CCHEN and the development in the last years to 
use this system called SMARR (Remote Radiological Area Monitoring System).

This is an important issue in radiological safety is to know “on line” and in a “continuously way”
the radiological variables of areas, especially if in these areas people manage radioactive 
sources or material, the monitoring system are operative on La Reina and Lo Aguirre Nuclear 
Centers.  This “knowledge” gets a good support to the radiological safety to safeguard the
environment and people in the facilities.

Nuclear Chilean Commission:

Actually, this system is daily operating to register the background radiation (Fig.1) and level 
operation, for example of the facilities (Fig.2) research reactor (Fig.3), cyclone (Fig.5), 
irradiators(Fig.3), in order to probe the behaviors under operational requirements. The system 
was made using common Geiger Muller and NaI detectors. This signal is received, data by 
data, for a collector computer which uses a Labview program to do this displayed on a screen 
computer using graphics to show the activity on a radiological area, and when the lectures pass 
a setting value automatically the system send by email and text message wich also can be 
received for cell phones enabled for this for the supervisor.Each monitored facility is completely 
independent  of each other and store a data backup, also every installation are monitoring with 
server computer, it’s concentrating the information and allow to view it on line in real time, 
trough the intranet and internet network. In addition, the information is stored in the special 
report in the server and available for to do a statistics and identify the operation periods, and 
control of radiactive sources.

The Industry.

The radiological protection on industry is necessary today,  the typical instrumentation on 
the industry is growing up  in the use of radioactive sources, for instance, the level nuclear test, 
nuclear densimeter  and other of this kinds of instruments are growing up in the industrial 
process, the reason for this selection is the long life time, the precision of  his measures, and 
the low maintenance. The use of these instruments in industries or minings where the 
workspace is limited, and people are working in the place,  it’s established the necessity of the 
radiological supervisor on plant, and radiological protection do it.  In this context since 2006,  
the Chilean Nuclear Commission has been development a structural system and introduced this 
systema called Sistema de Monitoreo de Area Radiológico Remoto (Remote Radiological Area 
Monitoring System “english”) SMARR-CCHEN, on Chilean Mining and industries for to help to 
radiological protection and work together with the supervisors on plants in emergency case. 

The SMARR system works on pyramidal structure (Fig. 6), where the areas on the plant 
are the base of the recollect information. The HW monitoring the static sources on areas from 
called “monitoring points”, and SW  based on LabView shows the radiological variables “on line”
for each radiactive source on the monitor in the area control room respective (Fig.7),  the 
information is replicated on the SMARR data center on CCHEN, and the official of radiological 
protect interview on line with the supervisor plant in the data analysis.

C O N C L U S I O N
• Resulting monitoring indicates a reasonable radiological profile for each facility under  

survey.
• The development of SMARR system for the next years, will optimized the radiation 

protection,  the process of data acquisition, and to development of some important tools  for 
to that help to radiological safety. 

• The final results are used for reference levels for facilities.
• The introduction of SMARR system in the industry to allow the radiological emergencies 

control, it’s showing at user on-line the radiological variables.
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Fig. 5: CYCLONE CCHEN CEN LR  
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Fig. 1: Monitoring CCHEN Nuclear Centers Fig. 3: Facilities Monitored La Reina 
Nuclear Center
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Fig. 6:  Scheme of SMARR-CCHEN system

Fig. 7: Control Panel SMARR System on Chilean Mining Plant
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